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Introduction
This class was focused on the experimental practice of painting, staining, and dyeing with tea, coffee, earth 
pigments, and natural material. Our themes and topics were inspired by using a number of plants from the 
Garfield Park Conservatory’s plant collection. We covered a variety of topics including dyeing with plants, 
spices, botanical dyeing, creating nature based pigment paints, creating natural inks as well as experimenting 
with mark making and different painting techniques on fabric.

The class also had a writing component, focused on reciprocal relationships to our indiginous lands through 
poetry. Our writings were highly inspired by Robin Wall Kimmerer, Citizen Potawatomi Nation and botanist, 
who focuses on gratitude to the earth for all that we have been given. Through our writing workshops we in-
cluded visualizations, space to journal, and space to think about our relationship to the plants around us.

This publication includes a series of artwork, dyed fabric work, collective poems, and individual pieces of writ-
ing done by all participants in the class and by the class facilitators.

Utmost gratitude to the Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance for making this possible, Sara Cortes and the 
GPCA support staff, June Ahn our graphic designer, and to each and everyone in this class who has made it so 
very special for me.

Thank you,
Abena Motaboli
Pigment exploration and the natural world facilitator 

Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance:
Sara Cortes

Teaching Artist/class facilitator:
Abena Motaboli 

Artists:
H. Monica Bristol
Margaret Valdes Kuss
Yvonne Shields
Chris Fleming 
Dawn Olderr Montalvo
Fatima Mahmood



Section 1: Writing
Inspiration for the writing portion of our class:

About
Participants spent time writing Haikus, gratitude poems, Blackout 
poems, free writing, and journaling
Part of our inspiration for this class came from the Honorable 
Harvest, which is a covenant of reciprocity between humans and 
the land written by Robin Wall Kimmerer.

In her article “The Honorable Harvest: Lessons From an 
Indigenous Tradition of Giving Thanks,” Kimmerer writes Though 
we live in a world made of gifts, we find ourselves harnessed to 
institutions and an economy that relentlessly ask, “What more 
can we take from the Earth?” In order for balance to occur, we 
cannot keep taking without replenishing. Don’t we need to ask, 
“What can we give?”

The honorable harvest applies to the reciprocal relationships we 
have to the plants, and is not written down, but if it were, it would 
look something like this:

Ask permission of the ones whose lives you seek. Abide by the answer.

Never take the first. Never take the last.

Harvest in a way that minimizes harm. 

Take only what you need and leave some for others.

Use everything that you take. 

Take only that which is given to you. 

Share it, as the Earth has shared with you. 

Be grateful. 

Reciprocate the gift.

Sustain the ones who sustain you, and the Earth will last forever.



Class Haikus for plants that we feel gratitude 

Yvonne 
Orchard

My pink orchard
So beautiful and vibrant

Lightening my spirit

Monica 
Maple tree

Nature is green
And fine sap fils the gap 

With sweet detail

Margaret
Iris love,

Purple iris, gift of neighbor
Good earth, planted, fed, pated with care

Now drying on my page 

Chris
Greens are hidden treasure
See,feel the array of color

Stay alive, see feel

Dawn
Sun shines through the leaves
Of plants on my window sill

Aloe lilly glows

Second poem
Achiote paints

With orange, yellow, red, hues
Brightens my day too

Abena Motaboli 
Black walnut beauty

Your color is so intense
Always keep me wild

 



Here are a few of our check ins and journaling prompts, spend at least 10minutes checking in with yourself. 
Perhaps do a mental check in and journal for 5mins.

Check in prompts:

• What is bringing you gratitude at this moment?

• How can we reciprocate and share our gratitude?

• Like the turtles in the story of Skywoman, who or what would you carry to safety? 

• What does the honorable harvest mean to you?

Journaling prompts

• Choose a plant or spice that you have been using a lot of recently, can you write a letter of gratitude to this 
plant?

• Think of a moment where you felt absolutely at one with the earth and your surroundings. 

• What made the place sacred to you or comfortable? 

• How are you staying grounded right now?

• How are we becoming more aware of the indiginous plants around us and listening deeply to the plants 
around us?

Journaling Prompts



H. Monica Bristol
exploration to adoration

it ran for eight weeks
a course with eight admirable cheeks
sharing nature and personal creativity
tinting, testing, visualizing without toxicity

a family exploration
learning all about pigmentation
filled with fun and making it work
from exploration to adoration

lessons of written poetry
dialogues run without anxiety
methodical views shared with chemistry
mindful storytelling threaded through reciprocity 

a family exploration
learning all about pigmentation
filled with fun and making it work
from exploration to adoration

Abena and Sara set an earthy happy stage 
Dawn and Margaret melt their grace in each poetic range
Chris and Fatima tweak eucalyptus edits on each page
Monica and Yvonne paint fine images in which we engage

a family exploration
learning all about pigmentation 
filled with fun and making it work
from exploration to adoration

tanning, pigment, plants, flowers, earthy tones, tea, dye
Margaret shares talent where hummingbirds fly
mixing, matching, testing colors always send a reply
with variables and surprises on which we can rely

a family exploration
learning all about pigmentation 
filled with fun and making it work
from exploration to adoration

finding a realm of treats in a journey with a culmination blend
brings gratitude from earth to table hoping this course does not end
the latitude in learning with layers from our kitchen’s spicy trend
kept our eight minds weekly grounded like one rooted best friend

a family exploration
learning all about pigmentation 
filled with fun and making it work
from exploration to adoration



Poem by Margaret Valdess Kuss

Turmeric gratitude poem by Monica Bristol



Black Walnut paper experiment by Monica Bristol

gratitude plant poem by Yvonne Shields



Section 2: Pigment Paints
In this section we look at how pigments came to 
be used as paints, meanings and use of indigi-
nous pigments.
Students painted, recorded, and made pigments 
with the following materials:
• Ochre earth pigments
• Tea
• Coffee
• Spices (achiote & turmeric)
• Butterfly pea flowers (Clitoria ternatea)
• Hibiscus (at the conservatory - show pics in a 

powerpoint) 
• flour/other material accessible at home 

 

How to make pigment paint!

Mix one part of your material to one part binder to one 
part water

material + binder + water

Ratio is 1:1:1
Examples include
• tumeric + honey + water
• hibiscus + honey + water
• coffee + honey + water

use this method to make paint with all your pigments :) 



Yellow ochre pigment paper by class facilitator/
Abena

brown ochre pigment paper by class facilitator/
Abena

pigment paint in palette (pictures by course in-
structor/Abena



Examples of Student Work

Pigment paint swatch by Margaret Valdess Kuss

Coffee pigment paint by Monica Bristol 

Coffee pigment paint studies by Monica Bristol



Tea pigment splash bamboo paper towel

coffee pigment painting by Monica Bristol



Section 3: Homemade Inks
About
In this section we introduce how to make natural inks 
using the same formula as Gall ink, which is one of the 
oldest known techniques of ink making (also used to 
write the bible and other religious texts)
The basic format of a home made ink includes the 
vegetable + dye+mordant

We focused on inks using our  supplies and spices 
around the home. Participants were encouraged to use 
their inks as a paint on paper and fabric

Different types of ink formulas include: 
• Material + iron tablets + binder + water
• Material + Vinegar + salt + boil
• Material + thickening agent + vinegar + water + 

boil

How to Make Ink!

Mix 1 tspn walnut ink : 1/2 cup water (boil for 5-15 
mins to get darker)

material (walnut powder) + binder (honey) + (hot) 
water + ferrous sulfate + amla powder

ratio is 1 tspn walnut: 1/2 tspn honey: 1/2 cup water: 1/4 
tspn ferrous sulfate :1 tspn amla powder mix

As a dye for fabric: Add 1/2 teaspoon of salt and 1/2 
teaspoon of vinegar 

Black Walnut ink study by facilitator/instructor/Abena



work station, painting masks with homemade inks

Mixed medium coffee ink painting by 
instructor/facilitator



Examples of Student Work

Pigment inks by Monica Bristol

Ink study and poem by Margaret Valdes Kuss



Black walnut cotton study by Monica Bristol

Black walnut and pigments on paper by Monica 
Bristol Ink study by Margaret Valdes Kuss



Section 3: Natural dyes/pigments
About
In this section we focus on dyeing fabrics with natural dyes and vegetables/material accessible at home. 
Students were encouraged to look around their home and find natural pigments to dye with.

How to:

Wash the fabric in cold water (+a neutral soap if desired)
Mordant the fabric in 2 parts water :1 part white vinegar (for 1 hour)
Squeeze water out and soak the fabric in pigment (e.g coffee, tea, hibiscus solution) for 1 hour (let it sit in the 
solution overnight if a stronger color is desired)
Squeeze the fabric and mordant again in 1 part white vinegar to 2 parts water 
Rinse in cold water and hang up to dry in a shady place/shower
Repeat these steps with the same solution for a more intense color or a different solution if you’d like to try out 
a different color

Botanically dyed tote using 
turmeric and cutch (by 
instructor)  



Butterfly pea flowers tea and lemon 
(for pigment paint making)

butterfly pea flowers tea

Safflower mixture (for pigment making)



Examples of Student Work

masks by Yvonne Sheilds, made with 
teas and homemade inks 

natural dye study by Monica Bristol



Natural tie dyed garments by Monica Bristol

Natural indigo on fabric, picture by Margaret 
Valdes Kuss

Teas, coffee, turmeric, love connection (Natural dye study 
using different teas and spices) by Monica Valdes Kuss



Section 4: Botanical dyes
In this section we cover botanical dyeing, which is an indiginous process of transferring an almost ghost like 
image of a plant onto fabric.

Botanical dyeing as an experimental process

Preparing the fabric 

Step 1: Mordant your fabric in alum for cotton: Fill 
the pot halfway with water and boil. Add 2 tbsps with 
Aluminum Potassium Sulfate and mix. 
Step 2: Rinse fabric in cold water and put them into a 
pot with aluminum potassium sulfates. Boil (simmering 
heat) for 1hr 
Step 3: Let fabrics cool and remove them one by one 
when you are ready to dye.

Botanical dyeing as an experimental process

Laying down the plants 

Step 4: Using gloves squeeze out most of the liquid 
from the fabric (be careful not to let the fabric get dry 
otherwise the fabric will not take the plant dye)
Step 5: Lay down your flower petals and leaves on 
the fabric. (if you are dyeing a shirt, pants or a scarf 
you can save flowers by laying the flowers on one 
side and folding the garment over in half) *Optional: 
If you don’t want the colors to bleed over put a plastic 
bag on top of the fabric before rolling it up, if you 
don’t mind skip this step 
Step 6: roll the fabric around a wooden dowel as 
tightly as you can
Step 7: wrap a loose piece of fabric tightly around the 
bundled fabric. It should look like a burrito. If using 
fabric is not accessible, use rubber bands. 
Step 8: bring water in a pot to boil and add your 
bundles. Boil bundles for 1-1.5hrs (the color will 
be more intense but diffused) OR Steam bundles 
for 1-1.5hrs (the color will be less intense but more 
defined)

Experiment, experiment, experiment !

Experiment! 

There are several ways to experiment with botanical 
dyeing, these are a few Try out adding some iron 
sulfate to your fabric before boiling it, you can do this 
by sprinkling the powder ontop of the petals before 
wrapping, or pouring  a mixture of iron water over 
the fabric. Try spraying your fabric and flowers with 
vinegar before wrapping, see what happens Dye 
your botanically dyed fabric in another color again, 
just re wet the already dyed dried fabric and let it sit 

in a dye bath overnight or on low heat on the stove 
for 1hr, then mordant it with vinegar water
Mordanting Mixtures (after fabric is dyed)

After dyeing you must mordant to alkalize the fabric 
to wear and also to ensure your dye does not run out 
after the first wash you can use bicarbonate of soda/
baking soda 1/2 tspn : 500ml of water OR White 
vinegar and water 1/2cup fo white vinegar: 500ml of 
water

Helpful mixtures (before dyeing)

Aluminum potassium sulfate can be used to mordant 
fabrics Ratio of alum to fabric is 10% of your fabric 
weight e.g 5grams of alum : 50grams of fabric OR 
Mordant with soy milk by soaking the fabric in soy 
milk overnight or for a few hours before putting the 
petals down OR Use your iron solution to mordant 
fabric

Helpful mixtures (any time)

Iron and water bath mix You can use this mixture 
before, during or after the dyeing process to modify 
the color. Iron sulfate ratio is 1% of the weight of 
what you are dyeing E.g 1gram of Iron sulfate for 
100grams of paper or fabric in 500ml of water You 
can buy iron tablets at a pharmacy and crush them 
down, different colored iron tablets can add extra 
color (e.g red coated iron tablets will turn fabrics 
slightly pink) Make sure to wear gloves and a mask 
as this can be an irritant



Botanically dyed tote bag using flowers, iron, 
safflower, and mulberries 

botanically dyed fabric wash

botanically dyed tote experiment using found 
flowers, leaves, hibiscus tea, and roses



Examples of Student Work

botanical dye using fern by 
Yvonne Shields

Eco dye on silk and cotton by Monica Bristol

Botanical dye using eucalyptus on cotton by instructor



Made with rice, turmeric, mulberries and iron by 
instructor

Eco print paper done by Monica Bristol



A gratitude poem;
Re- Pigment exploration 2021

An abundance of joy,
An abundance of feeling,

An abundance of love.
Of happiness, 

Of hope,
Of storytelling,

Of strength through the resilience of these grounded women.

Learning and making,
Doing and listening,
Being and making,

And being and breathing,
And breathing,
And breathing.

Utmost gratitude to you all,

Thank you.

A group gratitude poem to the plants

Plant Gratitude is love, bird song, spices for the food I cook and share.
Mindfulness and connection

Balance
Taking the time to actually verbally say thank you to the plants

appreciating the beauty I see on my walk
Mindfulness and connection

comfort for the soul



For more information on Garfield Park Conservatory, including 
class offerings, visit garfieldconservatory.org
To learn more about Abena Motaboli, please follow her 
@abenaart on Instagram or www.abenaart.com




